Reasons NOT To Use Network Drives

- **Four Stupid excuses for avoiding saving your data to network (P and G) drives? Try these:**

  - *Recreating lost documents improves your memory and typing skills. (When your computer crashes - and it will, eventually - all data saved to it will be lost! Data saved on a network drive is backed up daily and can be quickly restored.)*

  - *Multiple copies of a file make it fun finding the most current version. (Network drives permit accessibility to a single file from anywhere.)*

- **Want some creative (albeit stupid) excuses for saving your data to network (P and G) drives? Try these:**
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- **Safe Spring Break**
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- **T3 - Tech Tips & Training**

  - *Tip of the Week*

  - *Four Stupid Reasons NOT To Use Network Drives*
Sensitive data on a lost flash drive would never fall into the wrong hands. (Data on a network drive is secure and safe.)

Delays when upgrading or replacing your computer develop patience and give "bored" PC technicians extra work. (If all data is saved to a network drive, computer upgrades are completed quickly! Otherwise, technicians must manually backup and restore local data.)

For more info on network drives click here or contact Computer Services (x3248).
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→ click here for Tip of the Week archives
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Stay Tuned for Coming Attractions!